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ABSTRACT
A FPGA-based system suitable for augmented reality audio ap-
plications is presented. The sample application described here is
adaptive noise cancellation (ANC). The system consists of a Spar-
tan -3 FPGA XC3S400 board connected to a Philips Stereo-Audio-
Codec UCB 1400. The algorithms for the FIR filtering and for the
adaption of the filter coefficients according to the Widrow-Hoff
LMS algorithm are implemented on the FPGA board.
Measurement results obtained with a dummy head measuring sys-
tem are reported, and a detailed analysis of system performance
and possible system improvements is given.

1. INTRODUCTION

For long years the field of audio signal processing was dominated
by dedicated programmable digital signal processors (PDSP) based
on a RISC chip that contains one or more fast MAC (multiply-
accumulate) units. Signal processing is performed in a multistage
processing pipeline. In the recent years FPGA systems are con-
tinuously displacing PDSP systems due to their greater flexibility
and their higher bandwidth, resulting from their parallel architec-
ture [1].

This paper investigates the applicability of a FPGA system as a
hardware base for realtime audio processing in a headphone-based
augmented reality audio system. Such systems superpose artificial
audio signals with the real ambient sound. One of the functions of
such a system is to extinguish unwanted sound sources of the real
environment, a task known as adaptive noise cancellation (ANC).
ANC systems are distinguished by their different goals that lead
to different architectures. If all ambient sound shall be reduced, a
feedback system with its simpler architecture may be used. If, as
in our case, single sources of unwanted sound shall be compen-
sated, a feedforward system is required. A feedforward system is
characterised by two audio inputs per channel: one reference sig-
nal input for the sound to be removed, and one error input for the
sound after the compensation (see figure 1).

The remainder of this section gives an overview of related
work and reviews the basic theoretical concepts of ANC systems.
System setup and system design is described in the second sec-
tion. Then the measurement results of the system are presented,
followed by a review of the results and an outlook at the further
development.

1.1. Related Work

Audio usually plays a subordinate role in augmented reality sce-
narios as the review articles of Benford et al. [2] or Magerkurth
et al. [3] show. Works specifically dedicated to augmented audio
systems are published by Härma et al. [4], Karjalainen et. al. [5],
and Tikander et. al. [6]. The last mentioned work describes an
audio earphone-microphone system with a functionality similar to
the system to be described in this paper.

Kim et al. describe a FPGA system for blind signal separation
and adaptive noise cancelling [7]. Tests with real audio signals
are reported. Di Stefano et al. [8], Elhossini et al. [9], and Lan
et al. [10] have published design studies of the implementation of
an ANC system on an FPGA board. In these articles the reported
test results are obtained by filtering synthetic signal data stored in
the system memory.

Trausmuth et al. developed a FPGA based general purpose au-
dio signal processor and wavetable synthesizer [11, 12].

1.2. Adaptive Noise Cancellation: Basic Concepts

The goal of the system is the selective cancellation of disturbing
noise without affecting other sounds. For this purpose an adaptive
feedforward system has to be designed. The basic system structure
is given in figure 1: The primary signal d(n) consists of the super-
position of noise signal s(n) and the wanted signal n(n). The refer-
ence signal x(n) is noise signal measured at the noise source. The
system output signal y(n) is an estimate of the noise signal with
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Figure 1: Adaptive feedforward filter structure
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inverted sign. In the headphones this signal and the primary sig-
nal are superposed, so that the noise signal is cancelled. The error
signal e(n) is the result of this superposition. If the adaptive filter
does properly model the transmission path from the noise source
to the error microphone, the contribution of the noise signal to the
error signal is minimised. This goal is achieved by minimising the
mean square of the error signal (MSE adaption) [13, 14].

Adaptive filters are usually designed as FIR filters due to the
fact that these filters are always stable and robust against parameter
variations.

1.2.1. The Condition for Optimal FIR Parameters (Wiener-
Hopf Equation)

In order to determine an optimal set of filter parameters w for the
minimisation of the error signal, we consider the filter output y(n)
of a filter of order N−1 for the sample index n

y(n) = wT (n)x(n) (1)

where x(n) is the vector of the N most recent input samples at
sampling point n, and w(n) is the vector of filter coefficients.

The error signal is given by

e(n) = d(n)− y(n) (2)

Substituting y(n) with the right-hand side of eq. (1) yields

e(n) = d(n)−wT (n)x(n) (3)

and for the squared error we get

e2(n) = d2(n)−2d(n)xT (n)w+wT x(n)xT (n)w (4)

Minimising the expectation value of e2 under the assumption of a
stationary and zero-mean reference signal x(n) finally leads to the
Wiener-Hopf equation

wopt = R−1p (5)

where R is the autocorrelation matrix of y(n), and p is the cross-
correlation matrix of d(n) and x(n).

1.2.2. The LMS Adaption Algorithm

The Wiener-Hopf equation (5) is not directly suitable for real-time
embedded applications, because R and p are neither known in ad-
vance, nor are they time-invariant. In addition, the inversion of R
is time-consuming for higher filter orders. The Widrow-Hoff least-
mean-squares (LMS) algorithm [15] provides a means of calculat-
ing wopt without the need of knowing R and p, and without per-
forming a matrix inversion. In this algorithm the target function
for the minimisation is the running average of the squared error
signal (e2) instead of the expectation value E{e2}. In an iterative
way the next FIR coefficient set w(n + 1) is computed from the
values at step n. A factor µ is introduced to control the step width
of the iteration and thus the speed of convergence of the algorithm.

w(n+1) = w(n)+ µ∇e(n)2 (6)

with equation (4) we get

w(n+1) = w(n)+2µe(n)x(n) (7)

An upper limit for µ is given by

0 < µ � 1
NP

(8)

where P is the mean normalised power of the reference signal
x(n).

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1. System Components

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the ANC system. The sys-
tem components are a FPGA board Spartan 3 FPGA XC3S400,
connected to a stereo audio codec board Philips UCB 1400 , a
condenser microphone AKG C3000B as reference microphone, an
in-ear microphone Soundman OKM-II professional as error mi-
crophone, an Audio interface Motu 828 MK II, Sennheiser HD
600 headphones. The audio measurements were performed with a
dummy head measurement system HEAD HMS II.4.

The in-ear microphone and the headphone were applied to the
dummy head as shown in figure 7. Measurements were made by
recording the audio signal of the dummy head microphones, which
are located at the end of the ear canal.

The noise signal x is recorded with the reference microphone,
which is connected via the Motu-interface to the left stereo input
of the stereo audio codec board UCB 1400. Here it is digitised
with fS = 48kHz sampling rate and routed with a serial protocol
to the Spartan FPGA board.
The right stereo channel of the audio codec board is connected via
the Motu-interface to the error microphone, an in-ear microphone,
that records the result of the cancellation, i.e. the error signal e.
This signal is utilised for the adaption of the FIR filter coefficients.
The output of the adaptive filter y is fed to the headphone via the
audio codec board and the Motu interface.

Our FPGA board offers only one interface to an audio codec
board, so only two audio signals could be processed simultane-
ously, hence the noise cancellation could only be performed for
one ear.

2.2. Tools

The system model was developed with Simulink, the evaluation of
the measurement data was performed with Matlab.

ModelSim SE 6.2c was used for the hardware simulation of
the VHDL design of the adaptive FIR filter and the interface to the
audio codec. VHDL synthesis and FPGA configuration was done
with the Xilinx ISE 9.li development environment.

2.3. System Model (Simulink)

Preliminary measurements were carried out to determine the group
delays in the signal path. The results are indicated in figure 2.

Label Value Path
t1 296 µs Signal generator output – audio codec

input via reference microphone
t2 1230 µs Audio codec input – audio codec output

(internal)
t3 1330 µs Audio codec output – audio codec input

via error microphone
t4 3200 µs Signal generator output – audio codec

input via error microphone
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the ANC system with measured group delays in the signal path. The secondary path is marked with thick lines
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At the present stage of development only the group delays in
the signals are modeled. No attempts were made to model the
frequency response of the transmission paths.

Especially important for the development and testing of the
adaption algorithm is the proper modelling of the secondary path
(see figures 2 and 3), i.e. the signal chain: FIR filter output – audio
codec internal interface – audio codec output – headphones – error
microphone – audio interface – audio codec input – audio codec
internal interface. Measurements showed, that the amplitude and
phase responses of the secondary path can be considered linear for
frequencies up to approx. 2.5 kHz, so that in this frequency region
the secondary path may be modeled by a simple delay line. The
influence of this delay is compensated by inserting the block Ŝ(z)
between reference signal input and adaption block (see figure 3).
This modification of the LMS algorithm is called filtered-x algo-
rithm or FxLMS algorithm [16, 17, 18].

2.4. Design Principles

For efficient VHDL synthesis it is important to consider the tech-
nology offered by the specific FPGA architecture and the parametri-
sation of the synthesis tool. The VHDL design must lead to opti-
mal usage of embedded cells like counters, MACs and FSMs. A
set of rules and best practises is given in [19]. These rules for
the register transfer modeling style (RT-model) define an approach
of synthesis-oriented design and lead to an optimal utilisation of
hardware resources and are thus yielding maximum system per-
formance.

The VHDL model is structured as a processor element with a
data path and a control path. The data path represents a process-
ing pipeline, and the control path handles the data transformations
between the single stages of the pipeline.

2.5. Implementation of the Adaptive FIR Filter

Figure 4 shows the components of the adaptive filter. The con-
stituent parts of the data path are the two serial MAC units for the
adaption algorithm (MAC_LMS) and for the FIR algorithm (MAC_FIR),
the RAM unit for storage of the current filter coefficients, and
the audio samples. The control path functionality is implemented
in the state machine FSM_LMS_FIR and its connecting signals.
Arithmetic is modeled with Q format number representation which
provides for each pipeline stage an appropriate number of guard
bits for representing the integer part and avoiding overflow effects.

The next sections describe the design of the FIR filter, the
adaption process and the finite state machine of the control path.

2.5.1. The FIR filter

The FIR filter design is based on the transposed direct form in
order to keep the maximum data path length short, since this is the
limiting factor for the system clock frequency. Figure 5 shows, that
for the direct form the maximum data path contains 1 multiplier
and N adders, whereas the maximum data path for the transposed
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Figure 4: Functional units of the adaptive filter
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direct form contains only one multiplier and one adder regardless
of the filter order.

Finally the filter is implemented as a sequential MAC unit
which performs N+1 accumulations of products during every sam-
ple period so that a resource sharing can be utilised: since the audio
sample period fS provides a large amount of available clock cycles
per audio sample, no parallel structure with N + 1 multipliers and
N adders is necessary.

The updated input samples read from the filter RAM block
(RAM_SAMP_FILT) are multiplied with their corresponding filter
coefficient taken from the dual-ported RAM block DP_RAM_COEFF
and stored in the accumulator. The filter output signal is fed to the

saturation block SAT, which prevents the filter output from over-
flow and inverts the sign of the output signal to provide the phase
shift for the compensation step.

2.5.2. LMS Algorithm for FIR Coefficient Adaption

The MAC_LMS entity stores the FIR coefficients to the dual port
RAM DP_RAM_COEFF. The coefficient adjustment XEMUE is cal-
culated by a product of the delayed input sample SAMP_LMS and
the weighted error signal EN*MUE. A register is inserted to this
path that splits the arithmetic chain for achieving a shorter signal
delay so that a clock frequency of fCLK = 50MHz can be met.
The dual port RAM is chosen to support a parallel processing of
the coefficient update and the MAC unit of the FIR filter. With two
address inputs the reading address of the coefficients and the ad-
dress for writing back the updated coefficients can be incremented
within two interleaved clock periods.

2.5.3. The FSM of the Control Path

The finite state machine FSM_LMS_FIR in the upper left part of
figure 4 controls the processing of the two parallel pipelined data
paths. The state diagram of the FSM shown in figure 6 describes
a sequence which is started with each new input sample pair EN
(error signal) and XN (reference signal). In particular, the main
controlled steps are the storage of a new sample of the reference
signal XN , the calculation of the product of error signal EN and
step size factor MUE, the alternating sequence of reading and writ-
ing the coefficients with parallel enabling the accumulator register
REG_Y of the entity MAC_FIR. The last two states STOP and
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Figure 6: State diagram of the FSM of the adaptive filter

UPDATE provide the transfer of the accumulation result Y to the
saturation module, which holds this value for one sample period
and performs the adjustment of the RAM address counters for the
next sequence.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Hardware Resources

The system design has been transferred to VHDL code which was
checked for functional and timing correctness with the ModelSim
simulator.

The FPGA utilisation reported by the synthesis tool is below
25 % for all resource categories. Only 3 of the 16 available embed-
ded multipliers were used. The longest data path in the system is
given by the MUL-ADD operations of the coefficient adaption and
limits the clock frequency got fCLK,max ≤ 80MHz.

The maximum realisable filter order Nmax depends on the avail-
able clock cycles Nfilt within a sample period and the number of
clock cycles M, which are necessary to process one FSM cycle.
These are the timing values of the clocks. BIT_CLK is the clock
signal for the audio codec which drives the serial telegram with the
20 bit data samples. To transfer one audio sample to and from the
codec, 40 clock cycles are required. CLK is the oscillator clock
signal for the operations of the RT model, and fS is the sampling
frequency of the audio codec.

fBIT_CLK = 12.288MHz
fCLK = 50MHz

fS = 48kHz

Since filtering and adaption are implemented as parallel pro-
cesses, the number of cycles required by the FSM is:

M = 2N +5 (9)

Therefore the maximum filter order results from

M = NFilt = 2Nmax +5⇒ Nmax = 436 (10)

Dummy head's
ear canal
and pinna

Headphone

Error microphone
e(n)

Measurement
microphone

Primary sound
n(n) + s(n)

Compensating sound
y(n)

Figure 7: Measurement setup

3.2. Measurements

Figure 7 shows the measurement setup. The error signal e(n) is
measured with the error microphone at the entrance of the ear
canal, the compensating signal y(n) is fed to the headphones and
mixes with the ambient primary signal. The resulting signal is
recorded with the measurement microphone of the dummy head.

3.2.1. Cancellation of Sinusoidal Sounds

In the first measurements the cancellation of sinusoidal sounds was
investigated. Figure 8 shows the compensation of an 1500 Hz sine
signal. It can be seen from the upper part of the figure, that max-
imum compensation is achieved after approximately 1.5 seconds.
The signal is reduced by 20 dB. The following table summarizes
the measurement results for different frequencies.

Freq. t Attenuation µ

200 1.3 s 21 dB 1 / 4096
400 1.0 s 23 dB 1 / 4096
1500 1.1 s 23 dB 1 / 1024
4000 0.7 s 11 dB 1 / 1024
5000 0.7 s 0 dB 1 / 1024

The compensation works properly in a frequency range between
200 Hz and 4000 Hz. The theoretical lower limit of the compen-
sation frequency range is

fmin =
fS
N

=
48kHz

256
≈ 188Hz (11)

where fS is the audio sampling frequency and N is the filter order.
At frequencies above 4000 Hz the damping of the secondary path
(see figures 2 and 3) results in a too small error signal e and thus
a too low amplitude of the compensating signal y. Above 5 kHz
there is no more compensation at all.

3.2.2. Cancellation of Fan Sounds

In the next experiment the compensation of broadband audio sig-
nal (the fan noise of an electronic device) was measured. The
spectrum in figure 9 shows major contributions in the range from
200 Hz to 300 Hz. In this range a signal attenuation of approxi-
mately 10 dB is achieved. The adaption step size factor µ had a
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Figure 8: Compensation of a 1500 Hz sine signal. µ = 1/1024

value of 1/128. It can be seen, that the frequency components be-
low 190 Hz are not attenuated at all, as was to be expected from
the filter order of 256. It has to be noted, that the large LMS step
size factor µ leads to an overshoot of the error signal for the first 5
seconds after activating the compensation.

3.2.3. Cancellation of Car Motor Sounds

This measurement was carried out with the recorded sound of a
car. Again a step size factor µ of 1/128 was chosen, which again
lead to a significant overshoot for the first 1.5 seconds. According
to equation (8), the overshoot time is shorter in this measurement,
because the main spectral contributions to the signal are at higher
frequencies than in the fan sound, resulting in a higher mean power
of the signal, as can be seen from figure 10. The regions of major
spectral power are located at the frequencies 210 Hz, 440 Hz and
475 Hz. In this spectral range an overall attenuation of 8 dB is
measured.

3.2.4. Sounds with time dependent statistical properties

In a final measurement the system was tested with the sound of
an accelerating car. Here the results were quite poor, the overall
attenuation was below 3 dB. This poor performance arises from
the fact, that the adaption step size was constant over the mea-
surement time. The variations in level and frequency of the refer-
ence sound implied time-varying statistical properties of the sig-
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Figure 9: Compensation of a fan sound signal. µ = 1/128

nal. From equation (8) it can be seen, that this leads to either poor
convergence of the algorithm or to overshooting of the adaption
algorithm, i.e. an amplification of the noise signal instead of an
attenuation.

3.3. Discussion

The noise reduction works sufficiently for stationary noise in a fre-
quency range between 188 Hz and 4000 Hz. As previously stated,
the lower limit fmin is given by fS

N , whereas the upper limit of the
working range is given by the fact, that above 4000 Hz the ampli-
tude and phase responses of the secondary path (see figure 3) can
no longer be considered linear.

To overcome these limitations, three improvements will have
to be made. First the step width factor µ will have to be contin-
uously computed according to an running estimation of the mean
power of the reference signal x(n). The next improvement will be
the identification of the transfer function S(z) of the secondary path
and design a compensating filter. Last the filter order N must be
increased to extend the working range to lower frequencies. This
can be achieved by instantiation of larger block RAMs for the co-
efficients and the input samples. Additionally the clock frequency
fCLK can be increased to 80MHz which provides more available
clock cycles Nfilt according to equation (9). This is possible with-
out changing the general design, because there are enough unused
hardware resources on the board.
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Figure 10: Compensation of a car motor sound signal. µ = 1/128

4. CONCLUSION

The measurements of the previous section proved, that the FPGA
platform is well suited for the complex real time audio process-
ing tasks in augmented reality audio systems. An adaptive noise
cancellation process has successfully been implemented.

Filter orders of 256 and above can be realized with the Spartan
-3 FPGA XC3S400 board.

Measurements with real-life audio signals have been carried
out to investigate the performance of the system. The limiting
factors have been identified and will be overcome in the further
development.
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